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Abstract: Increasing the size of parallel corpora for less-resourced language pairs is essential for machine translation
(MT). To address the shortage of parallel corpora between Chinese and Japanese, we propose a method to construct
a quasi-parallel corpus by inflating a small amount of Chinese–Japanese corpus, so as to improve statistical machine
translation (SMT) quality. We generate new sentences using analogical associations based on large amounts of mono-
lingual data and a small amount of parallel data. We filter over-generated sentences using two filtering methods: one
based on BLEU and the second one based on N-sequences. We add the obtained aligned quasi-parallel corpus to a
small parallel Chinese–Japanese corpus and perform SMT experiments. We obtain significant improvements over a
baseline system.
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1. Introduction

Sentence-level aligned parallel corpora are an essential re-
source in corpus-based MT like SMT. The quantity and the qual-
ity of the parallel sentences are two important factors that strongly
impact the translation quality. In SMT systems, the translation
knowledge is acquired from these parallel sentences. Conse-
quently, the quantity and the quality of the translation relations
extracted between words or phrases between the source language
and the target language depends on the quantity and the quality
of the parallel sentences.

There already exist numerous freely available bilingual or mul-
tilingual corpora for European languages. For instance, the Eu-
roparl parallel corpus [1] is a collection of parallel text from the
proceedings of the European Parliament. It includes versions in
21 European languages. The aligned multilingual JRC-Acquis
corpus [2] also funded by the European Union, contains resources
in 21 European languages.

Currently, there are almost no Chinese–Japanese parallel cor-
pora publicly freely available on all domains for users and re-
searchers. Some research institutions have tried to construct
Chinese–Japanese bilingual parallel corpora, for instance, the ba-
sic traveler’s expression corpus (BTEC) in Japanese, English,
and Chinese has been constructed by the Advanced Telecom-
munications Research Institute International (ATR). A speech
recognition engine was developed based on this corpus [3]. The
National Institute of Information and Communications Tech-
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nology (NICT) in Japan created a Japanese–Chinese corpus
of 38,383 sentences by selecting Japanese sentences from the
Mainichi Newspaper and translating them manually into Chi-
nese [4]. Harbin Institute of Technology in China (HIT) con-
structed the Olympic Oriented Chinese–English–Japanese Trilin-
gual Corpus [5] from a Chinese–English parallel corpus collec-
tion by adding Japanese translations. This initiative was intended
for the development of natural language processing (NLP) for
the Olympic Games in Beijing in 2008. The resource consists of
54,043 sentence pairs. Most of the above corpora are not released
or freely available, due to copyright problems.

In the last two years, two parallel corpora were released in the
domain of scientific papers and patents. They are provided under
the condition of participating in the open evaluation campaign
Workshop on Asian Translation (WAT) *1. The first parallel cor-
pus is the Asian Scientific Paper Excerpt Corpus (ASPEC) *2. It
contains 680,000 Japanese–Chinese parallel sentences extracted
from scientific papers. It was built within the frame of a four
year project of translating Japanese scientific papers from the lit-
erature database and electronic journal site J-STAGE of JST into
Chinese after receiving permission from the necessary academic
associations [6]. The second parallel corpus provided for WAT is
the JPO corpus *3, created jointly, based on an agreement between
the Japan Patent Office (JPO) and NICT. This corpus consists of a
Chinese–Japanese and a Korean–Japanese patent description cor-
pus of one million parallel sentences in science and technology
divided into four sections. As already mentioned above, for the
collection of Chinese–Japanese parallel corpora, an important is-

*1 http://orchid.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/WAT2014/index.html and
http://orchid.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/

*2 http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/ASPEC/
*3 http://lotus.kuee.kyoto-u.ac.jp/WAT/patent/
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sue arises from copyright restrictions. Most existing resources
are not freely available due to copyright restrictions.

It is worth noticing that the data contained in the mentioned
corpora above are translated from one language into another lan-
guage manually in the frame of long term projects (e.g., the AS-
PEC corpus) or extracted from the existing article level aligned
text via sentence alignment (e.g., the Europarl and JPO corpora).
There are also some works for parallel corpora construction by
collaborative manner (e.g., the Tatoeba project) *4 or crowdsourc-
ing translation [7]. Automatic extraction or construction of paral-
lel corpus in different domains is research that is indispensable for
improving SMT performance, especially for this less-resourced
language pair. In general, researchers face many difficulties in
extracting or constructing parallel corpora from general texts or
from specialized texts like patent families.

In this paper, we propose a different way to construct a quasi-
parallel Chinese–Japanese corpus by leveraging a small amount
of parallel data and large amounts of unrelated monolingual data
and using analogical associations. In our research, a quasi-

parallel corpus contains sentences that are translations of each
other to a certain extent as estimated by certain similarity scores.
To do this, we construct analogical clusters from Chinese and
Japanese monolingual data. These clusters group sentences with
the same exchanges. They can be used as rewriting models for
the generation of new sentences. We also compute the similarity
between Chinese and Japanese clusters across languages so as to
find corresponding clusters with the similar exchanges. We then
generate new sentences in Chinese and Japanese independently
using corresponding clusters and an existing Chinese–Japanese
parallel corpus. We filter the newly generated candidate sentences
to retain the ones which are more fluent in expression and more
appropriate in meaning. Finally, we deduce the translation rela-
tions between these Chinese and Japanese filtered newly gener-
ated sentences based on the translation relations in existing paral-
lel corpus and the correspondence between clusters.

This paper is structured as follows, Section 2 reviews related
works. In Section 3, we present the overview of our proposed
method. In Section 4, we describe the first two steps of our pro-
posed method, i.e., clustering and generation of new sentences.
Section 5 describes filtering techniques for obtaining the final
Chinese–Japanese quasi-parallel corpus. Section 6 shows the ex-
perimental data used, the experimental settings and the evaluation
results, as well as some analysis of the results. Conclusion and
future work are given in Section 7.

2. Related Work

In recent years, there have been several approaches developed
for obtaining parallel sentences or fragments from non-parallel
data [8], [9], such as comparable data [8], [10], [11], [12] and
quasi-comparable data [13] to make contributions to SMT. Par-

allel corpora contain parallel sentences, i.e., sentences which
are translations of each other. The term comparable corpora

refers to texts in two languages that are similar in meaning or
expressions, but are not exact translations. Quasi-comparable

*4 http://tatoeba.org/eng/

corpora that contain more disparate very-non-parallel bilingual
documents that could either be on the same topic (in-topic) or
not (out-topic) [13], are more available than comparable corpora.
In quasi-comparable corpora, there are few or no parallel sen-
tences [14]. In Ref. [8], they extract parallel sentences from non-
parallel corpora by starting with a relatively small parallel corpus
and large Chinese, Arabic, and English non-parallel newspaper
corpora. They train a maximum entropy classifier to determine
which sentences may be aligned. They aim at improving the per-
formance of an SMT system for less-resourced language pairs.
Similarly, we also start with an existing small parallel corpus, but
combine it with large amounts of monolingual data to construct
a quasi-parallel corpus. In the method in Ref. [8], the final sen-
tences come from the monolingual corpora. In our method, the
final sentences are created by similarity with sentences in the par-
allel corpus.

Paraphrase generation is another way to make a contribution
to SMT. It aims at reducing out-of-vocabulary words and acquir-
ing paraphrases of unknown phrases to increase the model cov-
erage [15]. Some of the previous work showed that word lattices
constructed to express input sentences in different ways are help-
ful for obtaining better translation quality [16]. A syntax-based
algorithm to automatically build word lattices that are used as fi-
nite state automata (FSA) to represent paraphrases is described
in Ref. [17]. FSAs extract paraphrase pairs and generate new,
unseen sentences that contain the same meaning as the input sen-
tences. In our work, we also generate unseen, new sentence pairs
(i.e., they do not come from given parallel sentences). However,
FSAs are replaced by the resolution of analogical equations to
produce new sentences.

Research is growing on analogical learning for NLP applica-
tions. In Ref. [18], they show how to retrieve all analogies for a
given word (i.e., a sequence of letters) in a very fast way, so as to
allow the application of analogy to practical tasks. In Ref. [19],
they present a theoretical generalization of analogies between se-
quences of letters. They show how to extend elementary analo-
gies between letters of the alphabet to sequences of letters (e.g.,
a : b :: c : d and a : ε :: a : ε imply aaa : bb :: cca : dd) based
on an edit distance given in Refs. [20], [21]. In Ref. [22], they
use proportional analogies to translate sentences in an example-
based machine translation. Translation of unknown words by
analogy has also been proposed in Refs. [23], [24]. In Ref. [25],
they present the basic steps of analogical learning and a defini-
tion of formal analogical relationships suitable for learning large
datasets in NLP, and use this approach in morphological analysis
tasks. Different from these works, in our research, we propose
to cluster monolingual Chinese and Japanese short sentences re-
spectively using analogical associations. This allows us to obtain
rewriting models that can produce new sentences by solving ana-
logical equations.

In Ref. [26], they introduce the basic idea of automatic MT
evaluation method by using N-gram co-occurrence statistics. And
in Ref. [27], they describe a framework by using N-gram co-
occurrence statistics as an automatic evaluation of NLP applica-
tions. To cut down on over-generation, we use filtering by seen
N-sequences [28] or using BLEU [29] to keep only those newly
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generated sentences which are acceptable in fluency of expres-
sion and in adequacy of meaning.

In Ref. [30], the same proposed method as the one used here is
used for constructing a Chinese–Japanese quasi-parallel corpus
based on a scientific corpus (ASPEC). A quasi-parallel corpus
is constructed based on the short sentence pairs in ASPEC cor-
pus with less than 30 characters. These newly generated quasi-
parallel sentences are used in addition to a part or the entirety of
the ASPEC corpus to train SMT systems. Significant improve-
ments are obtained compared with baseline systems. The differ-
ence with the work presented here lies in the type of seed sen-
tences. The experimental data used in the present paper are more
general, and do not belong to the same genre. The present paper
demonstrates the generality of the method.

To compare with Ref. [31], we test a new filtering method
based on BLEU in addition to the N-sequence filtering method.
In the present paper we perform experiments with 7 sets of quasi-
parallel corpora as additional training data added to the baseline
training data. In Ref. [31] there was only one quasi-parallel cor-
pus constructed as additional data. In the present paper we per-
form a range of extensive experiments and analyze more evalu-
ation results. We also provide more insight as to reasons for the
success of the method by giving and analyzing statistics concern-
ing the phrase pairs used in decoding.

3. Overview of the Proposed Method

In this section, we present our proposed method to construct
a Chinese–Japanese quasi-parallel corpus by using analogical as-
sociations. The overview of our method is given in Fig. 1. The
procedure in our method has four steps:
(1) Construction of analogical clusters.

In this step, we cluster large amounts of short sentences col-
lected from the Web in both Chinese and Japanese independently.

Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed method: construction of a Chinese–Japanese quasi-parallel corpus.

These clusters are groups of sentence pairs with the same ex-
changes. We find corresponding Chinese and Japanese clusters
with similar exchanges by computing the similarity. Such cor-
responding clusters can be considered as rewriting models that
allow us to generate new sentences.
(2) Generation of new sentences.

In this step, we generate new sentences using these rewriting

models from an existing small amount of Chinese–Japanese par-
allel sentences, called seed sentences.
(3) Filtering over-generated sentences.

In this step, we filter out dubious newly generated sentences
and keep only the well-formed sentences using BLEU and N-
sequence methods.
(4) Deduction of translation relations.

In this step, finally, we deduce translation relations between
the filtered new sentences and construct a quasi-parallel corpus
based on the existing parallel corpus and the corresponding clus-
ters. Adding such quasi-parallel corpora to the training data leads
to improvements in translation quality.

4. Clustering and Generation of New Sentence

In this section, we describe the first two steps of our proposed
method: construction of analogical clusters and generation of
new sentences.

4.1 Construction of Analogical Clusters
(1) Sentential analogies:

References [32], [33] and [34] gave different definitions of
proportional analogies. The common notion is that proportional
analogies establish a structural relationship between four objects,
A, B, C and D. It is written A : B :: C : D (‘A is to B as C is to
D’).

Analogies can be classified as being semantical or formal. An
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example of semantic analogy is:
traffic : street :: water : riverbed

For such semantic analogy, Ref. [35] gives a definition of verbal
analogies based on high relational similarity.

On the other hand, an example of formal analogy is:
walk : walked :: work : worked

We use the same notion to cluster sentences. In sentential

analogies, the changes between the first and second sentences are
the same as between the third and fourth sentences, as in

I like music. : Do you go to
concert?

:: I like classi-
cal music.

:
Do you go to
classical con-
cert?

An efficient algorithm for the resolution of analogical equa-
tions between strings of characters has been proposed by
Ref. [20]. The algorithm relies on counting numbers of occur-
rences of characters and computing edit distances (with only
insertion and deletion operations) between strings of characters
(d (A, B) = d (C,D) and d (A,C) = d (B,D)). The algorithm uses
fast bit string operations and distance computation [36].

In our research, we group pairs of sentences that constitute
proportional analogies in Chinese and Japanese respectively. For
instance, the following two pairs of Japanese sentences are said
to form a sentential analogy, because the edit distance between
the sentence pair on the left of ‘::’ is the same as between the
sentence pair on the right side: d (A, B) = d (C,D) = 6 and
d (A,C) = d (B,D) = 8. The equality which deals with the num-
ber of occurrences of characters, which must be valid for each
character is met. It may be illustrated for the character迷: 1 (in
A) − 1 (in B) = 0 (in C) − 0 (in D). An interpretation of the anal-
ogy is that the word ‘本当に’ (really) is substituted for ‘とても’
(very).

本当に迷
惑です．

:
とても迷惑
です．

::
本当に困って
います．

:
とても困って
います．

It’s really
annoying.

:
It’s very annoy-
ing.

:: I’m really trou-
bled.

: I’m very trou-
bled.

(2) Analogical clusters:
When several sentential analogies involve the same pairs of

sentences, they form a series of analogous sentences. They can
be written on a sequence of lines where each line contains one
sentence pair and any two pairs of sentences form a sentential
analogy. We call this an analogical cluster. The size of a cluster
is the number of its sentential pairs (=lines). The clusters contain
at least 2 pairs of sentences. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show two
examples of clusters in Japanese.
(3) Determining corresponding clusters:

The steps for determining corresponding clusters are:
• First, for each sentence pair in a cluster, we extract the

Fig. 2 An example of an analogical cluster in Japanese exhibiting the ex-
change of “本当に” with “とても”.

change between the left and the right sides by finding the
longest common subsequence (LCS) [37].

• Then, we consider the changes (see Lzh : Rzh and Lja : Rja in
Fig. 4) between the left (S le f t) and the right (S right) sides in
one cluster as two sets. We perform word segmentation on
these changes in sets to obtain minimal sets of changes made
up with words or characters.

• Finally, we compute the similarity between the left sets
(S le f t) and the right sets (S right) of Chinese and Japanese
clusters. To this end, we make use of the EDR dictionary *5,
a traditional-simplified Chinese variant table *6 and a Kanji-
Hanzi Conversion Table *7 to translate all Japanese words
into Chinese, or convert Japanese characters into simplified
Chinese. We calculate the similarity between two Chinese
and Japanese word sets according to a classical Dice for-
mula:

Sim =
2 × |S zh ∩ S ja|
|S zh| + |S ja| (1)

S zh and S ja denote the minimal sets of changes across the
clusters (both on the left or right) in both languages (af-
ter translation and conversion). The formula for computing
the similarity between two Chinese and Japanese clusters is
given in Eq. (2):

SimCzh−C ja =
1
2

(Simle f t + Simright) (2)

Application on the example given in Fig. 4:

Fig. 3 An example of an analogical cluster in Japanese exhibiting the ex-
change of “ません” with “なくなりました”.

*5 The EDR Electronic Dictionary: National Institute of Information and
Communication Technology (NICT). URL: http://www2.nict.go.jp/
out-promotion/techtransfer/EDR/index.html

*6 http://www.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/
*7 http://www.kishugiken.co.jp/cn/code10d.html
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Fig. 4 An example of a real case of changes between the left and the right sides in Chinese (Lzh : Rzh) and
Japanese clusters (Lja : Rja). The characters/words in bold face show the changes between the left
and right sides of each sentence pair in the clusters and the minimal sets of changes in Chinese or
Japanese cluster after segmentation. Note that the sentences in Japanese are not translations of the
sentences in Chinese.

Fig. 5 An example of sentence generation result (valid sentence).

Such corresponding clusters can be considered as rewriting

models that can be used to generate new sentences. The larger
the size of a cluster, the more productive it is.

4.2 Generation of New Sentences
Analogy is also a process [38] by which, given two related

forms and only one form, the fourth missing form is coined [39].
In our work, in a sentential analogy A : B :: C : D, a cluster pro-
vides A and B and we use a seed sentence C to generate a new
candidate sentence D. The generated D should satisfy the condi-
tions given above on edit distance and number of occurrences of
characters. This can be illustrated with the following example:

本当に迷惑です． :とても迷惑です． ::

今日は本当に楽しかったです． : x

⇒ x =今日はとても楽しかったです．
In this example, the solution of the analogical equation is D =

今日はとても楽しかったです． ‘It was very fun today.’ It should
be said that there may exist no solution to an analogical equation,
so that a new candidate is not coined each time.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 are two examples of sentence generation
in Japanese. In the case of Fig. 6, we generate a sentence which

Fig. 6 An example of sentence generation result (invalid sentence).

is not valid in meaning for a native speaker. To eliminate invalid
over-generated sentences and keep only well-formed sentences, a
filtering step is needed.

5. Filtering Techniques for Quasi-parallel
Corpus Construction

To filter out semantically or grammatically invalid sentences
and keep only well-formed sentences, we make use of a BLEU-
based filtering method and an N-sequence filtering method.

5.1 BLEU Based Filtering Method
BLEU is the main evaluation metric for automatic MT [29]. It

compares a candidate sentence output from an MT system to pos-
sibly refer sentences. The formula of BLEU we use is as follows:

BLEU = BP ×
√√√ N∏

n=1

pn (3)

pn stands for modified n-gram precision. It is the core of the cal-
culation of BLEU. pn calculates the precision from 1-gram to
4-gram. Different from the normal N-gram precision, modified
N-gram precision counts N-grams in the references and clips the
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count of the same number of N-grams in the candidate sentence
to give a lower score to repeated words or phrases. The geomet-
ric average of the pn is computed as a global score. In addition,
in order to lessen the advantage given to short candidates by this
global score, it is multiplied by a brevity penalty (BP) depending
on the length of the candidate and reference sentences.

In the sequel we consider applying BLEU as a filtering method
for our work on construction of quasi-parallel corpora. How-
ever, the calculation of BLEU is very time consuming, because
the quantity of candidate sentences to be filtered is usually very
large. A possible solution to this problem is to reduce the size
of the reference set used for each candidate sentence. For each
candidate sentence, we use a set of reference sentences, and cal-
culate its BLEU score relative to this reference set. By setting a
threshold, we will be able to keep candidate sentences with higher
BLEU scores and discard any sentence with lower scores. So we
propose three steps:
( 1 ) Group seed sentences by similarity;
( 2 ) Build small reference sets for each seed group;
( 3 ) Calculate BLEU score.

The information of the generated sentence consists of the as-
sociated seed sentence and the cluster the sentence was generated
from. In the first step, to reduce the time for construction of refer-
ence sets, we group the seed sentences actually used to generate
new sentences by computing their Dice similarity. We make sev-
eral seed groups in this way.

In the second step, we construct a small reference set for each
seed group. We propose and apply a weighting method to weight
references by N-grams, and only make use of references with
higher weights. The formula is given as follows:

R-weight( fi) =

∑
p∈T̂∩ f̂i (− log c(p) × |p|)∑

p∈T̂ (− log c(p) × |p|) ×
∣∣∣T̂ ∩ f̂i

∣∣∣∣∣∣T̂ ∣∣∣ ×
∣∣∣T̂ ∩ f̂i

∣∣∣∣∣∣ f̂i∣∣∣
(4)

fi is a line in the reference corpus.
T̂ is the n-gram representation of the seed group.
f̂i is the set of N-grams contained in the line of the reference

corpus.
p represents an N-gram, |p| is the length of the N-gram.
− log c(p) is proportional to the self-information of an N-gram.
We extract all 1-grams to 4-grams in each seed group and use

these N-grams to compute the weight of each reference sentence.
We only take the reference sentences with higher weights to con-
struct a small reference set, so that each seed group will have a
specific corresponding reference set.

In the third step, for each candidate sentence, we search the
seed sentence used in seed groups. If the seed is found in any
seed group, we calculate the BLEU score of the candidate sen-
tence against the corresponding reference set. Only sentences
with BLEU scores higher than some given threshold will be kept
in this step.

5.2 N-sequence Filtering Method
We consider that a generated sentence should be valid if almost

all of its sequences of N characters are attested in a reference cor-

pus. The number of non-attested strings that can be tolerated is
called the tolerance. In other words, any sentence containing a
higher number of non-attested N-sequences of characters than the
tolerance will be discarded.

In this paper, we thoroughly test several values of N and toler-
ance to assess the quality of the sentences kept. Since the experi-
ments are time consuming, we developed a method which makes
use of the shortest absent substring to output all the filtering re-
sults we expect at the same time so as to reduce the overall experi-
ment time. The algorithm is based on the computation of shortest

absent substrings computed on a representation of the reference
corpus into a suffix array [40], [41], [42].

The shortest absent substring of a string is the shortest sub-
string that cannot be found in a reference text or corpus. Neces-
sarily, if an N-gram contains one or several shortest absent sub-

strings, this N-gram is an absent substring itself.
For example in the sentence “とてもいいのか”, suppose that

the 2-gram “ても” and the 1-gram “か” are shortest absent sub-

strings. This means that we cannot find “て も” and “か” but
can find “て”, “も”, “と て”, “も い” in the reference corpus.
By definition, any N-gram which contains “か” or “て も” is
also an absent substring. This will be the case for “の か” and
“とてもい”.

5.3 Differences between the BLEU-based Filtering Method
and the N-sequence Filtering Method

The common feature of the proposed BLEU-based method and
the N-sequence filtering method is that both of them are based on
the precision of N-grams in candidate sentences. The primary dif-
ference between these two methods is the length of the N-grams
used. The N-grams used in the N-sequence filtering method are
relatively long, e.g., 6 characters for Chinese and 7 characters
for Japanese in our experiments. However, longer N-grams usu-
ally cause a low recall (smaller than 10%) of the valid sentences.
The positive aspect is that a very high precision of 99% can be
reached.

The purpose of using BLEU as a filtering method is to increase
the recall. BLEU uses N-grams from 1 to 4 in length which are
relatively shorter than the N-grams used in the N-sequence filter-
ing method. Therefore, we consider that BLEU may help reach a
higher precision when keeping sentences with higher scores, and
at the same time a reasonable recall by using shorter N-grams.
It seems natural to think that the sentences with higher BLEU
scores should induce a positive effect on the evaluation results of
our SMT systems.

The BLEU method may seem “very ad hoc”, but the kept sen-
tences are not so much similar (or copying) with the seed sen-
tences. Because it just keeps new sentences with a BLEU score
higher than a given threshold, there may be many sequences of
words which did not appear in the reference set (selected based
on seed sentences).

The BLEU method and the N-sequence method use different
reference corpora in each language in the filtering steps. Es-
pecially for the N-sequence method, we just use the additional
monolingual corpus which is not related to seed sentences. It is
not an “ad hoc” method because the comparison with the refer-
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ence corpus is not based on the seed sentences, but based on all
additional reference sentences; many sequences of words do not
exist in the seed sentences.

5.4 Deduction of Translation Relations
Relying on the similarity of the correspondence between the

clusters across languages and the translation relations between
the seed sentences, we deduce the translation relations between
filtered newly generated sentences. A Chinese sentence and a
Japanese sentence are considered translations of one another to a
certain extent if they satisfy the following two conditions:
• Their seed sentences are aligned in the parallel corpus;
• They were generated from corresponding clusters.

6. Experiments and Evaluation Results

6.1 Data Preparation
Chinese and Japanese subtitles sites of movies and TV series

have been collected from the Web Subscene.com and Opensubti-

tles.org using an in-house Web-crawler and aligned. After clean-
ing, 106,310 pairs of parallel Chinese–Japanese sentences were
obtained.

To build our baseline SMT system, 500 and 1,000 sentence
pairs from JEC Basic Sentence Data *8 were extracted as tuning
and testing data. The rest of the 3,804 pairs of sentences were
combined with the subtitle corpus and constitute the training data
with 110,114 sentence pairs. Table 1 shows the statistics on the
data preparation.

To construct a quasi-parallel corpus, we prepared unaligned
unrelated monolingual sentences in each language to construct
analogical clusters (Table 2). Monolingual resources are col-
lected mainly from the following website: “douban” *9, “Yahoo
China” *10, and “Yahoo China News” *11 for Chinese, and “Ya-
hoo! Japan” *12, “Rakuten Japan” *13, and “The Mainichi
Japan” *14 for Japanese.

The monolingual part of the training data for the baseline sys-
tem is also used as the initial data for construction of quasi-
parallel corpus. We extract unique Chinese and Japanese sen-

Table 1 Statistics on the Chinese–Japanese corpus used for the training,
tuning, and test sets in baseline system. The tuning and testing sets
are the same in all SMT experiments.

Baseline Chinese Japanese

train
sentences 110,114 110,114
words 637,036 721,850
mean ± std.dev. 5.94 ± 2.60 6.69 ± 2.94

tune
sentences 500 500
words 3,582 5,042
mean ± std.dev. 7.15 ± 2.86 10.12 ± 3.39

test
sentences 1,000 1,000
words 7,285 10,126
mean ± std.dev. 7.28 ± 2.87 10.15 ± 3.30

*8 JEC Basic Sentence Data: http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp by Kurohashi-
Kawahara Lab., Kyoto University. Released in 2011.

*9 douban: http://www.douban.com
*10 Yahoo China: http://cn.yahoo.com Closed in 2013.
*11 Yahoo China News: http://news.cn.yahoo.com Closed in 2013.
*12 Yahoo Japan: http://www.yahoo.co.jp/
*13 Rakuten Japan: http://www.rakuten.co.jp/
*14 The Mainichi Japan: http://www.mainichi.co.jp/

tences from the initial parallel corpus. These sentences are used
as seed sentences in the generation of new sentences. The sizes
of the monolingual sentences used as the reference data are
1,059,985 for Chinese and 1,074,851 for Japanese.

6.2 Experimental Setting
The segmentation toolkits that we use in all experiments are

Urheen for Chinese (zh) and Mecab for Japanese (ja) *15. We per-
form all SMT experiments using the standard GIZA++/MOSES
pipeline [43] with the default options. Tuning was performed by
minimum error rate training [44] using 500 tuning sentence pairs.
We trained 5-gram language models on the target part of the train-
ing data using the SRILM toolkit [45].

6.3 Experiments for Cluster Construction and New Sen-
tence Generation

Table 3 shows the details of the monolingual data and seed
sentences we used and the results of clusters construction and
new sentences generation. About 14,578 corresponding clusters
were extracted (SimCzh−C ja � 0.300) by the steps described in Sec-
tion 4.1. We checked the quality of the newly generated sentences
manually. More than half of the generated sentences were found
to be grammatically invalid. This is indicated in the last row of
Table 3, where Q stands for the grammatical quality as evaluated
by extracting 1,000 sentences randomly and checking them man-
ually.

6.4 Experiments for Filtering and Quasi-parallel Corpus
Construction for SMT System

6.4.1 Filtering by BLEU Method
We performed BLEU-based filtering experiments with the

same candidate sentences as those described in Table 3. We
grouped the seed sentences by similarity using the Dice coeffi-
cient between sets of words. We extracted all 1-grams to 4-grams
in each seed group to weight the references, and only selected
100 reference sentences with highest weight to build reference
sets. Each reference set corresponds to a seed group.

After having obtained seed groups (Table 4) and correspond-
ing reference sets for each seed group, for each candidate sen-
tence, its seed sentence is identified among the possible seed
groups and the BLEU scores of the candidate sentence against the
corresponding reference sets are computed. In our experiments,
we set several thresholds to check the filtering results (Table 5).

Firstly, we kept 1,793,541 Chinese sentences and 1,062,751
Japanese sentences. The highest BLEU scores reached 81 in
Japanese and 46 in Chinese. We found that the candidate sen-
tences with high scores are very similar to the seed sentences
they are generated from. Most of them only add several charac-
ters. Generally the sentences generated from the same seed share
a same BLEU score. The reason is that the references we used
in BLEU calculation are extracted by seed sentences. For the
candidate sentence, small changes in the generation will make it

*15 Urheen, a Chinese lexical analysis toolkit (Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Institute of Automation, CASIA); Mecab, part-of-speech
and morphological analyzer: http://mecab.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/
mecab/doc/index.html.
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Table 2 Statistics on the unaligned Chinese and Japanese monolingual short sentences for construction
of analogical clusters.

# of
different
sentences
(cleaned)

size of sentences
in characters

(mean ± std.dev.)

total
characters

total
words

Chinese 70,000 10.29 ± 6.21 775,530 525,462
Japanese 70,000 15.06 ± 6.34 1,139,588 765,085

Table 3 Results of clustering and generation of new sentences.

Chinese Japanese
Initial data # of monolingual sentences 70,000 70,000

# of seed sentences 99,251 90,406
# of clusters 23,182 21,975

New sentence # of candidate sentences 221,447,016 75,278,961
generation Q= 20% Q= 50%

Table 4 Statistics of grouping seed sentences.

Chinese Japanese
# of seeds 99,251 90,406

# of seed groups 600 300
Size of groups 165 301

Table 5 Filtering results by using BLEU-based filtering method.

Threshold
(BLEU%)

Chinese Japanese
# of sentence Qzh # of sentence Qja

> 10 13,469 95% 653 90%
> 5 13,570 85% 1,192 88%
> 4 1,471,080 75% 26,164 70%
> 1 1,793,541 70% 1,062,751 60%

Total 221,447,016 20% 75,278,961 50%

similar to the seed sentence, and lead to a higher BLEU score in
filtering. On average, scores of Chinese sentences are higher than
the scores of Japanese sentences, because more Chinese reference
sets were built than in Japanese.

Finally, we checked and found that there are about 500,000
unique Japanese filtered sentences after filtering by the BLEU
method (threshold > 1 BLEU%). Thus, we only kept the 500,000
unique Japanese filtered sentences with their corresponding seed
sentences in higher BLEU scores. The same size of filtered
sentences in Chinese with higher BLEU scores are also ex-
tracted. Deducing translation relationships allowed us to con-
struct a quasi-parallel corpus of 353,729 sentence pairs. We
added the new corpus into the baseline and evaluated it. Table 6
shows the results.

The BLEU based filtering method increases the baseline sys-
tem by only 0.8 BLEU points. We reduce the size of the reference
corpora and only used grouped seed sentences to weight the ref-
erence sentences. It was observed that most of the BLEU scores
obtained in the filtering step are around 1, which is close to the
improvement obtained in SMT.
6.4.2 Filtering by N-sequence Method

To determine the most appropriate N which can keep the largest
number of well-formed sentences to be added to the training cor-
pus, we performed a series of filtering experiments using the N-
sequence method with different values of N and tolerance. Ta-
ble 7 shows the results for N equal to 4 to 9 and tolerance equal
to 0 and 1 in Chinese and Japanese.

We assessed the quality of filtered sentences manually by se-

lecting 1,000 sentences randomly and checked their grammatical
quality. With a tolerance of 0, the quality of sentences increased
when N increases. We obtained the highest grammatical quality
of 99% when N equals 6 characters in Chinese and 7 characters
in Japanese with a tolerance of 0. This means that 99% of the
sentences kept are grammatically correct. Also, with a tolerance
of 0, the quality of sentences with a larger value of N than 6 char-
acters in Chinese and 7 characters in Japanese was kept between
98% and 99%.

The quality decreases in the same value of N when the tol-
erance increases. Because sentences with a tolerance of 1 may
contain an N-gram that cannot be found in the reference corpus,
noise creeps into sentences. For that reason, the quality of Chi-
nese kept sentences with N = 6 and the tolerance = 1 decreases
down to 89%.

Using these results, we selected 4 sets of filtered sentences in
the two languages with high quality obtained using a tolerance
of 0. We also selected 3 similar sets with a tolerance of 1. This
makes 7 quasi-parallel corpus in total. In each corpus, N (ja)
equals N (zh)+1 so as to make the number of filtered sentences
comparable. Table 8 describes the quasi-parallel corpora con-
structed.

For the 7 quasi-parallel corpora, we added each of them as
additional data to our initial Chinese–Japanese training data to
perform Chinese-to-Japanese SMT experiments. We recomputed
translation tables (training), tuned the system, performed transla-
tion of the same test set and calculated the BLEU scores. Table 8
shows the results for each of the SMT systems. All the BLEU
scores of the SMT systems with additional data are 1 to 6 points
higher than the baseline system. The highest score is obtained
when N (zh) = 6 and N (ja) = 7 with a tolerance of 0. Quasi-
parallel corpora with a tolerance of 0 contain less noise, and the
BLEU scores increase when the size of additional data becomes
larger. Therefore, even if the size of quasi-parallel corpora adding
data with a tolerance of 1 is much larger than data with a toler-
ance of 0, because of the noise, it cannot improve the translation
results effectively.

Table 8 also shows the BLEU scores obtained on the tuning
set when the parameters are optimized on this same tuning set for
each SMT system. We vary the filtering parameters. The best
system obtained by considering the scores on the tuning set is ob-
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Table 6 Comparison of the baseline SMT system and an SMT system with additional quasi-parallel data
output by BLEU-based filtering. The figure in bold characters (13.89) shows a significant im-
provement with a p-value < 0.01.

# of lines (zh) Qzh # of lines (ja) Qja Quasi BLEU
Baseline 110,114 - 110,114 - - 13.10

BLEU filtering 500,000 81% 500,000 65% 343,729 13.89

Table 7 Filtering results by using the N-sequence filtering method in different Ns and tolerances.

N Chinese Japanese
All 221,447,016 (Q = 20%) 75,278,961 (Q = 50%)

Tolerance = 0 Q Tolerance = 1 Q Tolerance = 0 Q Tolerance = 1 Q
4 1,848,254 83% 9,063,117 74% 2,252,589 80% 7,295,155 75%
5 244,495 90% 1,187,362 79% 474,072 89% 1,668,322 77%
6 105,537 99% 369,625 89% 312,557 92% 981,429 81%
7 89,728 98% 237,159 87% 192,124 99% 572,616 85%
8 86,523 98% 198,077 83% 117,133 98% 286,587 88%
9 85,690 99% 174,849 87% 98,136 99% 192,586 90%

Table 8 Construction results of a quasi-parallel corpus by using N-sequence filtering and the evaluation
results for Chinese–Japanese baseline system and baseline + additional quasi-parallel systems.
The figures in bold characters show a significant improvement with a p-value < 0.01.

Chinese Japanese Quasi-parallel corpus BLEU% BLEU%
N Tolerance Size Qzh N Tolerance Size Qja # of sentence pairs (tuning) (test)
8 1 198,077 83% 9 1 192,586 90% 120,338 16.97 14.31
7 1 237,159 87% 8 1 286,587 88% 163,043 17.49 14.54
5 0 244,495 90% 6 0 312,557 92% 193,561 17.52 14.82
8 0 86,523 98% 9 0 98,136 99% 28,733 17.91 15.70
6 1 369,625 89% 7 1 572,616 85% 276,999 18.04 15.99
7 0 89,728 98% 8 0 117,133 98% 37,067 18.49 16.37
6 0 105,537 99% 7 0 192,124 99% 76,151 21.18 19.27
6 0 105,537 99% 7 0 192,124 99%

76,151+343,729 23.94 20.35
- - 500,000 81% - - 500,000 65%

baseline 16.08 13.10

tained for N (zh) = 6 and N (ja) = 7 with a tolerance of 0. We then
evaluate this best system with these parameters on a test set. We
verify that the score obtained on the test set with these parameters
is the best score by evaluating all other systems on the same test
set. We confirm that the best configuration obtained by tuning
leads to the best score on the test set (see Table 8).

We also build an SMT system based on the quasi-parallel cor-
pora obtained by combining the BLEU and the N-sequence fil-
tering methods. This arrangement yielded even greater improve-
ment (Table 8): a more lenient filtering method (more sentences
remain after filtering) is boosting the performance of the more
drastic filtering method (less sentences kept). This is shown by
a relatively higher than expected increase in translation accuracy
as measured by BLEU, as 7.25 > 0.79 + 6.17 = 6.96.

6.5 Analysis of the Results
We investigated the N (source length) × M (target length) dis-

tribution in phrase tables (used during testing) generated from the
initial parallel corpus and the inflated training corpus by adding
the constructed quasi-parallel data (filtered with N (zh) = 6 and
N (ja) = 7, Tolerance is 0). In Table 9 and Table 10, the statis-
tics (zh→ja) show that the total number of phrase pairs used by
adding additional quasi-parallel corpus is larger than when using
only the initial parallel corpus as training data, especially for 1-4
grams in both languages. If we compare the number of entries,
the number of phrase pairs (in Table 10) on the diagonal got a sig-

nificant increase in the number of phrase pairs of similar length.
Considering the correspondence between lengths in Chinese–
Japanese translation, the increase in phrase pairs with different
lengths (like 1 (zh) × 2 (ja), 2 (zh) × 3 (ja) and 3 (zh) × 4 (ja))
is felicitous. This means that adding the additional quasi-parallel
corpus for inflating the training corpus for SMT allowed us to
produce much more numerous potentially useful alignments.

Table 11 illustrates the fact that new translation candidates
have been added for an existing phrase, and that new phrase pairs
have also been added. The fact that these additional phrases are
reasonable is indicated by the improvements in BLEU scores.
Table 12 illustrates changes in lexical weights and translation
probabilities for the same Chinese phrase. More accurate phrase
alignments may be extracted by adding additional quasi-parallel
corpus. We also believe that we improved its features by adding
quasi-parallel data.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a different way for automatic acquisition of
rewriting models for the construction of a quasi-parallel corpus.
The reason for constructing quasi-parallel corpora to be added
to training data in SMT, is to extract new additional translation
knowledge from unrelated unaligned monolingual data. Quasi-
parallel corpora are used as additional training data to train SMT
systems and in this way improves translation quality. The ex-
perimental data we use are collected from Websites with open
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Table 9 Distribution of phrase pairs used during testing in Chinese-to-Japanese SMT experiment (base-
line).

Target = Japanese
1-gram 2-gram 3-gram 4-gram 5-gram 6-gram 7-gram total

Source = Chinese

1-gram 10,833 21,570 16,142 9,042 4,360 1,899 780 64,626
2-gram 3,318 5,938 4,911 2,789 1,402 678 289 19,325
3-gram 217 400 426 288 168 81 32 1,612
4-gram 14 29 33 37 33 16 10 172
5-gram 1 3 4 7 8 10 10 43
6-gram 0 0 3 3 5 6 8 25
7-gram 0 0 1 2 2 2 1 8

total 14,383 27,940 21,520 12,168 5,978 2,692 1,130 85,811

Table 10 Distribution of phrase pairs used during testing in Chinese-to-Japanese SMT experiment (base-
line + quasi-parallel). The bold numbers show the increased numbers of N (Chinese) × M
(Japanese)-grams (less than 4-gram) in the phrase table, and the total number of N (Chinese) ×
M (Japanese)-grams, which increased compared with the baseline system.

Target = Japanese
1-gram 2-gram 3-gram 4-gram 5-gram 6-gram 7-gram total

Source = Chinese

1-gram 11,337 24,456 20,285 12,559 6,655 3,197 1,492 79,981
2-gram 3,971 7,081 6,422 4,131 2,370 1,213 565 25,753
3-gram 316 541 604 463 332 209 132 2,597
4-gram 36 50 82 109 88 70 58 493
5-gram 4 11 24 39 46 44 50 218
6-gram 2 2 6 17 21 24 45 117
7-gram 0 0 1 7 11 16 24 59

total 15,666 32,141 27,424 17,325 9,523 4,773 2,366 109,218

Table 11 Samples of phrase alignments in zh→ja phrase table. Same Chinese phrase and corresponding
Japanese phrases in baseline phrase table and baseline + quasi-parallel phrase table.

Table 12 Samples of the same phrase alignments in Chinese and Japanese with different translation prob-
abilities (TP) and lexical weights (LW) in baseline phrase table and baseline + quasi-parallel
phrase table.
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licences *16 ,*17 with the concern of avoiding any copyright prob-
lem. We produced all possible analogical clusters as rewriting
models for generating new sentences, then filtered newly over-
generated sentences by a BLEU-based method and N-sequence
method. We envisage the release of the quasi-parallel corpus con-
structed in our experiments.

We improved the computational efficiency of the basic N-
sequence filtering method so that we could add a new parameter,
tolerance, as an attempt at relaxing the constraint. We performed
a series of filtering experiments with different values of N and
tolerance. The algorithm could save processing time when we
use more than 2 different values of N and tolerance. To make use
of shorter N-grams, we proposed a new filtering method based
on BLEU. Facing the problem of time, we applied a weight-
ing method to decrease the size of the reference corpus and used
similarity computation to group seed sentences to reduce the pro-
cessing time.

We conducted a series of experiments and constructed several
quasi-parallel corpora using different filtering results and added
them to a baseline SMT system. We obtained increases of 0.8
BLEU point with the BLEU filtering method and 1 to 6 BLEU
points in experiments using the N-sequence filtering method. We
are able to conclude that better sentence quality and larger sizes
of additional quasi-parallel corpora lead to higher scores in trans-
lation evaluation. We also combined quasi-parallel corpora ob-
tained by using the BLEU and the N-sequence filtering methods
as additional training data to train an SMT system. In this way we
achieved an even better improvement than expected in translation
accuracy as measured by BLEU.

Acknowledgments This work was supported in part by a
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productivity: efficient extraction of productive analogical clusters
and their evaluation using statistical machine translation.
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